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April 2006 – establishing of 
common automated system of 
control for movement of transit 
goods (CASCMTG)
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Common automated system of control for 
movement of transit goods



Put into operation of Common automated Put into operation of Common automated 
information system (CAIS)information system (CAIS)--Rail (May,2Rail (May,2007007))



Also, in conjunction with the UN Office on Drugs and Crime Also, in conjunction with the UN Office on Drugs and Crime 
(UNODC) was installed specialized equipments (UNODC) was installed specialized equipments -- electric diesel electric diesel 
generators, nongenerators, non--motorized Xmotorized X--ray scanners such as Trailer, ray scanners such as Trailer, 
stationary and mobile radio stations, valued at over $ 1,24 stationary and mobile radio stations, valued at over $ 1,24 mlnmln, as , as 
part of UNODC project "Strengthening of a check point of the rivpart of UNODC project "Strengthening of a check point of the river er 
port city of port city of TermezTermez on the Uzbekon the Uzbek--Afghan border."Afghan border."

By the Japanese side was given an XBy the Japanese side was given an X--ray ray -- scanning scanning 
equipment for customs checkpoints on the border of Uzbekistan equipment for customs checkpoints on the border of Uzbekistan 
with neighboring countries, in particular with Afghanistan and with neighboring countries, in particular with Afghanistan and 
Tajikistan to the amount of about $ 5,6 Tajikistan to the amount of about $ 5,6 mlnmln..

Facilitation of border crossing



The decision on a phased implementation 
implementation mechanism procedures related 
to export sales on the principle of “single 
window" approved on  October 1, 2011. It will 
ensure the simultaneous implementation of 
customs clearance, declaration, certification, 
sanitary and epidemiological surveillance and 
other organizations involved in the process of 
customs clearance of goods and provides for 
the simplification of customs and certification 
procedures, reducing the time and cost of their 
implementation.

Single Window



Thank you for your attention!


